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Abstract: Function is a key concept in school mathematics. In Vietnamese mathematics textbook,
the concept of function is constructed through many classes, but the analytic expression always
prevails. Can we teach the concept of a function that integrates multiple representations and creates
conditions for students to build their own knowledge? The process of teaching and learning always
requires interaction, especially in an environment that integrates information technology such as
mathematical software, Internet. By the didactic approach, students learn by an adaptation process
(assimilation and accommodation) to the environment, which creates contradictions, difficulties and
imbalances. According to Brousseau (1998) “In didactic situations, the environment is a system of
resistance to students, that is, to alter the state of knowledge in a way that the student does not
control”. Casyopée software is a functional teaching software designed and developed by Lagrange
(2002) and colleagues. This is the only software that studies functional relations with the integration
of two algebraic and geometric modules. This study will focus on the following questions: +) How
is the concept of function expressed in the general mathematics program of Vietnam? +) How does
the presentation of the textbook affect the concept of the student about the concept of function?
+) What is the role of Casyopée software in teaching and learning function concepts in an integrated
environment of multiple function expressions?
Keywords: Casyopée, functional expression, environment, learning.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The original question
In practice, we often use three methods of analytic
method, table method, and graph method to describe
functions. The analytic expression allows us to study
the qualitative properties, the graph gives us a visual
image and the table gives us a specific quantity of
functions. In the Vietnamese textbooks, the concept of
functions is built through many grading levels but the
form of analytic expressions seems to always prevail.
Moreover, both the structure of textbooks and the way
of organizing the teaching of teachers all underestimate
the subject role of students in acquiring knowledge
about functions.
On the other hand, the teaching and learning process
always requires interaction, especially in an
environment with technology integration such as
teaching software, Internet.
According to Brousseau, (quoted from Annie Bessot
et al., 2009): “In a didactic situation, the environment is
an opposing system to students, which changes the state
of knowledge following the ways that students cannot
control.” The factors that make up the environment can
be material or non-material.

One of the environments that create effective
interaction is the computer environment integrated with
teaching software including Casyopée software which is
a function teaching software developed by Lagrange
and research group of Didactic LDAR Research Center
of Paris Diderot University (Paris 7) (Jean-Baptiste
Lagrange et al., 2009). A prominent feature of this
software is that there are two algebraic modules and one
dynamic geometry module which are closely connected
together. This is the only software that studies
functional relations with the integration of two algebraic
and geometric modules.
From the above preliminary analysis, we propose
some of the following starting questions:
- How is the function concept presented in the
Vietnamese mathematics curriculum in secondary
education?
- How does the presentation of textbooks affect the
perception of students about the concept of functions?
- The role of Casyopee software for teaching and
learning the concept of functions in an environment that
integrates many representations?
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1.2. Anthropological theory
First of all, we put our research within the scope of
anthropological theory. Why is anthropological theory?
Because our 3 questions all relate to the basic concepts
of this theory: personal relations, institutional relations
for a knowledge object, and mathematical organization
(Le Van Tien, 2005).
Personal rapport with a knowledge object
An object is something that exists at least for an
individual. The personal rapport of an individual X with
a knowledge object O, symbol R (X, O), is a collection
of interactions that X can have with O. R (X, O) said
what X thinks about O, how X understands O, how X
can manipulate O. In this view, X’s personal study of
knowledge object O is the adjustment of X’s rapport to
O. Specifically, learning occurs if the rapport R (X, O)
begins to be established (if it has never existed), or has
been modified (if it already exists).
Institutional rapport for a knowledge object
However, an individual cannot exist «hovering»
somewhere but must always be in at least one institution.
Thus, the establishment or transformation of relation R (X,
O) must be placed in a certain institution with the existence
of X. Moreover, I and O must also have a defined rapport.
Obviously, in an institution I, the relation R (X, O) forms
or changes under the constraints of R (I, O). With the
above definitions, the answer to the main questions is to
clarify the rapport of institution I that we care about object
O. The object O herein is “function concept”, while
teaching institution I, within the reporting framework, is
limited to grade 10. A question arises within this reference
frame: how to define institutional relations R (I, O) and
personal relations R (X, O)?
Math organization
Mathematic activities are part of social activities.
Therefore, it is also necessary to develop a model that
enables the description and study of that fact. From this
perspective, Chevallard (1998, cited in Annie Bessot et al.,
2009) introduced the concept of mathematical organization
(praxeologie). Every praxeologie is a set of 4 components
[T, τ, θ , Θ], in which: T is the type of task, τ is a technique
that allows T-solving, θ is the technology that explains the
technique τ, Θ is the theory for θ , meaning technology of
technology θ. A praxeologie whose components all carry
mathematical nature is called a mathematical organization.
According to Bosch and Chevallard (cited in Annie Bessot
et al., 2009), the study of institutional relations I with an
object of knowledge O can be conducted through
researching mathematic organizations attached to O:
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Institutional rapports with an object are shaped and
transformed by a set of tasks that the individual [occupies a
certain position in this institution] must perform, thanks to
accurate techniques determined. Moreover, according to
Bosch and Chevallard, the study of mathematical
organizations attached to O also allows us to visualize
some elements of personal relations of an X subject
existing in O, because: It is the fulfillment of the various
tasks that the individual must do throughout his life in
different institutions, where he is a subject (in turn or
simultaneously), leading to the creation of its individual
rapport with the above object. Thus, it is satisfactory for us
to take anthropological theory as a reference for our
research.
Didactic contract
The didactic contract relating to a teachinglearning object is the modeling of hidden rights and
obligations of teachers and students for that object “A
set of rules (usually not stated) divide and limit the
responsibilities of each member, student and teacher,
about a taught knowledge” (Annie Bessot et al., 2009).
Thus, the didactic contract concept allows us to
“decode” the behaviors of teachers and students, find
out the meaning of the activities they conduct, which
can be explained clearly and accurately the events
observed in the classroom. From there we identified the
following research question:
● Question 1 (Q1): In the mentioned institutions,
how does O appear? What are the characteristics that
allow you to solve what types of tasks?
● Question 2 (Q2): Under the influence of
institutions: In the traditional pen and paper
environment, how does student’s personal rapport with
O take place (specifically, what kind of tasks does the O
operator handle?), which is governed by which
contractual rules?
● Question 3 (Q3): How does that personal rapport
change in information technology environment? What
new mathematical techniques and technologies have
been introduced to address the types of institutional
tasks offered?
For questions Q1 and Q2: We re-use some of the
results of institutional relations analysis presented in
some previous studies.
For questions Q3: Casyopee software research. We
will present through experimenting to understand its
correlation and teaching the concept of functions in an
environment that integrates many representations.
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* The function concept is presented from the point of
view describing the interdependence between two variable
quantities (not from the perspective of mapping).
* The process of forming a function concept:
+ Grade 7: through examples (functions represented
by value tables) Students understand that there is a
variable quantity depending on the change of another
quantity; If the “unique corresponding value” of the
dependent quantity is added, such quantity is a function
of the other quantity.
+ Grade 9: The concept of a co-variable function, an
contravariant function is formed through an example:
Calculate the corresponding value of the function
(function represented by analytic expression) and fill in
the table; comment on the increase and decrease of the
values of x and the corresponding values of y in the
table; gives the concept of a co-variable function, an
contravariant function.
+ Grade 10: The concept of co-variable function, an
contravariant function are given starting from the
intuitive observation of graph of function y = x 2 in the
interval (-∞; 0) and (0; + ∞). The concept of even
function, odd number function is also given from the
intuitive comment about the graph of function y = x 2
and the function y = x.
* In all institutions (grades 7, 9, 10) do not explicitly
present the function representation by graph.
* Type of task Tcalculation attracts special attention
+ Grade 7: Calculated by formula, graph
+ Grade 9: Calculated by graph (estimated),
calculated by formula (calculated or used to check
results by graphs).
+ Grade 10: Calculated by value table, calculated by
graph, calculated by formula.
In which, the calculated by formula skill appears
most. So can see the personal rapport between students
and the concept of functions based on the expression of
functions by analytic expression (formula).
Some types of tasks in the volumes 1 of grade 7
Math textbook
In grade 7 math textbook refers to the following
types of tasks:

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Some previous research results
- Graph is a representation medium that clearly
shows 3 basic characteristics of the function (dependent,
corresponding, variable). When the function is defined
by the expression y = f(x), the curve represents the
function (graph) cutting straight lines with the same
axis Oy at no more than one point.
- The nature of the graph is derived from the
properties of the function. Conversely, the
characteristics of the function are shown on the graph,
so through the graph, we can also see some properties
of the function corresponding to it.
The graph method is actually a variant of the table
method. Instead of giving a table of numbers, one gives
a set of points in the perpendicular coordinate plane (ie
the plane with Cartesian coordinates), and the function f
is determined by the function for the respective
coordinates of each points (in a given set of points) with
its ordinate. Thus, in the framework of this report, we
will be interested in teaching the concept of functions
associated with the integration of graphs and by analytic
expressions (Dinh The Luc et al. 1998).
With the observation that a normal curve can always
be approximated by a small broken line, this broken line
is completely determined by the peak points, the
method of directly drawing graph of the function (no
need knowledge about function survey). However, this
method, if done manually, will be very difficult, but for
computers this becomes very easy, and in fact with the
help of computers, people draw graphs with arbitrary
high precision (with the naked eye it is impossible to
know that it is only an approximation image).
And when computing on computers becomes popular,
the method of drawing through surveys is only a means to
reinforce theoretical knowledge of function survey.
3. METHODS AND RESULTS
3.1. Results of syllabus and textbooks analysis
We analyzed the textbooks of grades 7, 9 and 10
according to the current basic curriculum (2006) by
function subject and ways to represent functions.
Task type

Textbook
Example,
Exercises
operation
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Workbook

Total

7

11

Tidentification
Determine whether y
is a function of x?

4
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(number of times)
- By table (10)
- By analytic expression (1)
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Tcalculation
Calculate the unknown
quantity of the function

3

15

18

36

- By analytic expression (21), in
which a table is required (6)
- By graph (15)
- By table (1): Graphs are discrete
points

Tdrawing
Graphing the function

2

10

10

22

- By analytic expression (19):
Function graph has the form y = ax
- Expression in words (2): know the
beginning and ending points

T related
2

Determine the point
of the function graph

3

5

Tdetermine the expression
Determine the
analytical expression
of the function

3

3

6

4

3

7

1

3

4

- By analytic expression
- By graph (whether or not the form
of analytical expression) (4)
- Verbalize the rapport between the
function y and the variable x (2)

Tread
Define Max and Min
values

- By graph

of function?
Tinequation
Find x for positive or
negative y

- By analytic expression (2)
- By graph (2)
- By table (11)

Total

5

39

47

91

- By analytic expression (48)
- By graph (28)

Analysis of curriculum and textbooks allow us to
make some comments:
* Identify didactic contract: +) R1 (institutional
contract): y notation uses only for dependent variable, x
symbols use only independent variable. +) R2: Draw a
function graph is to draw some special points and
connect them (since this rule has been verified in many
previous reports and is mentioned in the Teacher book,
we do not re-implement this report but consider it as a
technique used in computer environments). +) R3:
Students must remember the shape of the function
graph (attached to an analytical expression) learned.
3.2. Pedagogical experiment
Experiment problem: In the plane for two Ox rays,
Oy is perpendicular to each other and for a fixed point
M in the angle xOy defined by OP = 1 and OQ = 2 (see
drawing).

Figure 1
Through M, construct a line d cutting the Ox ray at
A and Oy ray in B. Please specify the position of d so
that the right triangle OAB has the smallest area.
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Analysis
- Didactic variable: Figure in the problem statement
Case of Figure 2, creating favorable conditions for
the emergence of strategies that use sub-unknowns.

Effect of variables: Because the experiment applies
to students in grade 10, the emergence of Sanalysis
strategy is quite difficult when done on traditional paper
and pen environments, but with the help of Casyopee
software, this is quite simple. Moreover, it appears the

Work environment: computer or pen and paper.
With the “pen and paper” environment, students must
calculate the area of the triangle OAB, and when there
is an calculation expression for the area, students must
apply personal knowledge (Cauchy inequality, etc.) to
find the smallest value; also with the “computer”
environment, namely using Casyopee software, students
do not directly calculate to find the area expression, but
students just need to determine how to choose variables
through which the program will determine the
expression for area calculation (may or may not be
depending on how the student chooses the variable).
Strategies:
a) Sgeometry: Decisive knowledge of strategy:
geometry knowledge of grades 7 and 8 (area of triangle,
two equal triangles, symmetrical points, etc.)
b) Salgebra: choose the appropriate unknown, set the S
calculation formula. Using Cauchy inequality (or the
nature that if the multiplication result of two numbers
remains constant, they has the smallest sum when the
two numbers are equal), the condition to get solution of
the quadratic equation, find the smallest value of S.
Decisive knowledge of strategy: proportion in triangle
(grade 8 geometry), Cauchy inequality, quadratic
equation (Algebra of grades 9, 10).
c) Sanalysis: Select the variable, set the formula to
calculate S = S(x), survey and plot the function graph,
based on the graph showing the minimum value of S.
Decisive knowledge of strategy: proportion in the
triangle (grade 8 geometry), function graph, maximum
and minimum values of the function (Algebra and
Calculus of grades 10, 12).

Sgeometry analysis strategy because the geometry module in
Casyopee is built based on the Oxy coordinate axe
system.
* Sanalytic geometry: We can set up two area formulas.
S = ½ OA.OB or S = ½ OH.AB with OH is the length
of the perpendicular section from O to AB. When we
move point A, it leads to the moving of H and B, and
the area value of S is also changed. Observing the
changing values, we see that the minimum value of S is
4 then P is the midpoint of PA.
Experimental analysis: the experiment was
conducted for class 10A1 A.N.T High School (total
number of students is 46), divided the whole class into 8
groups (4-6 students/ group). Time to proceed is after
learning the topic of inequality (applied to find the
largest and smallest values of the expression).
* Phase 1:
- Teacher announces the content of the problem on
the board before the whole class
- Students work in groups for 15 minutes at class
for the purpose of mathematical problems learning,
task assignment and agreement on meeting time for
the group.
- Students conduct group work for 5 days,
writing report.
General results of the survey:
- Depending on the way of understanding the
question of the problem, the ‘position of the line d so
that SOAB is given to the smallest value’, which has
three answers:
1) SOAB is smallest when M is the midpoint of AB;
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2) position of AB, length of OA, OB or coordinates
A and B;
3) equation of straight line d.
- The problem arises in the geometrical scope so
that, in order to find the smallest value of SOAB, all
groups set up an area expression in that scope, using the
tool as Cauchy inequality to find the smallest value,
there are 6 of 8 groups defining location d by setting up
equations (analytic geometry).
- The 2/8 groups got the wrong answers, so the rate
of 6 of 8 groups having correct answers is quite high.
However, looking at the evaluation of individual points
and direct survey of group leaders, of the group, only
about 1 or 2 students give solutions and other students
play the role of verifiers.
A summary of the results obtained is as below:
Group 1: (6 students)
Set point coordinates M (1; 2), A (a; 0), B (0; b),
write equation d (intercept form of the equation), giving
the rapport a and b:
ab = b + 2a (1)
S OAB = ½ ab (ab> 0)
In order to have the smallest SOAB, so the a.b must
be the smallest.
We have
ab ≥ 2 b.2a ... ⇔ a.b ≥ 8
The “=” sign occurs when b = 2a.
Combined with (1) we have b = 4, a = 2.
The area of triangle AOB is smallest when a = 2 and
b = 4. So d goes through two points A (2; 0), B (0; 4).
x y
We have, the equation of straight line is: (d):   1
2 4
or M (1; 2) is the midpoint of AB.
Comment:
In the lesson that the knowledge has not yet been
learned is the intercept form of the equation. “If SOAB is
the smallest, a.b must be the smallest”, the
multiplication results of a.b changes resulting in SOAB
changes; 3 of 8 groups choose this way.
Group 7: (6 students) Set coordinates M(1; 2),
B(0; y), A(x; 0), O(0; 0), P(1; 0), Q(0; 2).
Method 1:
Condition: y > 2, x > 1. Then we have
SBQM + SMPA = a(min)
2
½ tan +
= a(min)
tan 
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2

tan 
2
.
2
2 tan 

The sign “=” occurs when
2
½ tan =
 tan = 2.
tan 
Calculate the length QB = tanα.QM = 2, deduce the
coordinates B (0; 4), from which we have the equation
of straight line through two points B, M.
Method 2: Consider two triangles BQM and
uniform MPA ...  PA.QB = 2
SAOB = SOQMP + SQMB + SPAM
= 2.1 + ½ QM.QB + ½ PA.PM
= 2 + ½ QB + PA
2+2

1
QB.PA  4
2

Calculate the length of the segment OB = 4, deduce
the point B. From there we have the equation of straight
line to be found.
Comment:
With the method 1 student takes the expression of
the area of the expression of a variable is tan α (1 of 8
groups selects this way).
Analyzing SAOB to find the changes in expression 
can emphasize to lead to the function concept. 3 of 8
groups choose way 2.
Group 3: (6 students) have two ways but the first
way is similar to group 1, so the following way is a
summary of the second way. We have two similar
triangles BQM and MPA: ...  BQ.PA = 2
SAOB = ½ OA.OB
= ½ (OP + PA)(OQ + QB) = ....
2
 2PA )  4
= ½ (4 +
PA
An equal sign occurs when
1
 PA  PA = 1 ...
PA
Infer the coordinates A and B. Write an equation of
straight line through two points A and B.
Comment:
Student takes the expression of the area to
one variant expression by PA (1 of 8 groups chooses
this way).
Comment:
+) Through the results mentioned above, the groups
recognized that the SOAB changes depending on another
quantity of change. Thus, the problem given is beyond
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the scope of algebra and analysis, but students still
recognize the characteristics of a function, the rapport
between two variable quantities. +) R1, R3 strongly
influence on students on pen and paper environment (7
of 8 groups determine the position d by setting up the
equation with the axial coordinate system with Oxy is a
given right angle).
+) The results of paper work are consistent with the
Salgebrea strategy, and with the learned calculation skills,
the problem lies in the ability of students but still causes
many difficulties for each individual student. (The
problem is to find the maximum and smallest value of
an expression). +) With mistakes that students
encounter in experiment A and difficulties arise in
experiment B, we will implement phase 2 with the
following specific purposes: Creating conditions for
students to solve the problem, identifying function
rapport models by re-setting up the problem in the
geometric module of Casyopee; Verifying the result
with the algebraic module of Casyopee (through many
ways of representing functions).
* Phase 2: Experiment on computer environment
using Casyopee software. Experiment conducted in the
computer rooms of A.N.T High School and class 10A1
(46 students divided into 8 groups), duration of 30
minutes. Experimental results: each group saves the file
as a result and then writes a summary of the results on
the paper.
Steps to proceed:
+ Teachers give back to students the paper-based
exercises of the groups, ask to record the results of the
group performed after the lesson.
+ Geometric module: Teachers provide problem
drawings in geometric modules, reasons: It is difficult
to perform the drawing in a short period at class
(drawing a straight line d changes through two points,
one is M, and another is one of two change points A or
B, A moves on Ox since P onward, B moves on Oy
since Q onwards); experimental purpose is that students
recognize function rapports, and the task of students is
to establish the expression of calculating the area to find
the smallest value (software gives results); with the
smallest value, finding the position of d.
Results:
- Set up an expression (select AM icon): There are
two results SOAB = ½ OA.OB; SOAB = QO.QM + ½
QM.QB + ½ PA.PM.
- Step 1: When shifting point A leads to change in
position of d, 8 of 8 groups find the result of Min SAOB
equal to 4, then d cuts Ox at point A with OA = 2, cuts
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Oy at point B with OB = 4 (as a result, OA, OB are
found by looking at the mathematical problem’s
drawing).
- Step 2: the groups choose the variable (choose
symbol xM) depending on the assignments of each
group.
- Step 3: set up expressions in algebraic modules
(select symbol xM  AM), all groups have difficulties
because the set of definition on the geometric module
with this problem is determined on the positive domain
so when passing the expression through algebraic
module, it is forced to select Auto so that Casyopee
redefines the set of definition of functions.
Group 1: Being able to calculate SOAB = ½ OA.OB.
Determine that there are two variables inferring to
choosing variable A on the horizontal axis or B on the
vertical axis. Set up the expression in the algebraic
module. Group 3: Method 1 is the same as group 1, way
2 sets the expression according to a PA variable; Set up
the expression in the algebraic module.
Group 7: The errors encountered: (Record and
answer of group 7 students, the part of italics).
+) Create an equation for two variables: Students
do not know how to choose variables, teachers guide
and support.
+) Using the trigonometric proportion, you must use
a circle: Because the way 1 of setting up the expression
according to tanα cannot be done on Casyopee
(convention on Casyopee set variable by angle only
applied on circle; there is no sign of tan; there is no way
of choosing variable by proportion.)
+ Expressions cannot be copied: With the way 2:
SOAB = QO.QM + ½ QM.QB + ½ PA.PM (= 2 + ½ QB
+ PA) should choose two variables, PA or QB, students
must type twice that expression. Set up the expression
in the algebraic module.
Group 8: The result on paper is wrong. SOAB = ½
OA.OB (recorded on paper of group 8, the part of
italics). Choose 2 variables as OA or OB (only select a
changeable variable). Because when choosing variable,
the group select AB (distance type variable) with the
argument “d changes, A and B change together” so
when it is impossible to perform the group listed in the
record “difficulty: geometric mistake: non-mobile point
B”. Teachers ask students to review the convention of
setting variables in Casyopee about setting of distance
type variable, new students accept that they cannot
choose such variables.
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+ Algebraic module: With analytic expressions
established, draw function graphs, move points on the
graph to check the results of the problem. Results:
- Click to select the function, Casyopee provides the
corresponding graph. Based on graph, student identifies
2 things: The set of definition provided by the problem
draw the graph above (see the student’s lesson files),
which can be directly checked by clicking on the graph
and moving it accordingly on the geometric module, d
also changes position, so when the point on the graph
moves through the graph below, the geometric module
has no result; the minimum value of the function based
on the determined graph is the top of the graph.
- To determine the exact value, students click to
choose the point on the graph, when moving these
points, the software will calculate the values of the
corresponding variable and function (form of table of
values).
- With Casyopee, students realize that they can only
move points on the graph or corresponding points on
the horizontal axis (horizontal axis) => Visual images
for teachers to emphasize the three characteristics of the
function concept: corresponding, dependent, variable.
Comment: Strategies Sanylatics and Sanalytic geometry
appear in empirical results. Thus, students have made a
new strategy that does not appear in the pen and paper
environment, but also limits the solutions that students
find in that environment. With Casyopee we have solved
the most difficult part of drawing graph functions (with
any expressions) in the technique to solve the task of
finding the largest and smallest values in Tread .
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The summary of some research results has shown
that the graph is a representation medium that clearly
shows the 3 basic characteristics of the function
(dependent, corresponding, variable), the properties of
the graph are inferred from the nature of the function
and vice versa. Graphing the function through
surveying or drawing directly, but it is easier to draw
directly on a computer. Analysis of curriculum,
textbooks help clarify the process and the way that
organization to introduce the concept of functions
associated with the expression of functions (by tables,
graphs, analytic expressions); The type of Tcalculated task
is especially noticeable, in which the skill for
calculating by formula appears the most.
Institutions do not facilitate the teaching of the
concept of functions in environments that integrate
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many ways of function representation, as well as not
present clearly functions by graphs. Moreover, rules R2,
R3 have no environment to exist in Casyopee; R1 rules
only affect the algebraic module. Experimental
problems facilitate the simplification of the techniques
available to solve the tasks set out in the institution
(regarding the integration of multiple representations).
We have legalized the contract rules stated, affirmed
the research hypothesis with experiment in traditional
pen and paper environment and on the computer
environment facilitating to consolidate knowledge of
the concept of functions with visual images that show
all three characteristics of the function, and draw some
conclusions: With the computer environment we can
simplify techniques to solve types of tasks in
institutions; With experiments on the computer
environment, it gives us a solution in teaching the
concept of functions that integrates many ways of
performing on a dynamic model, creating favorable
conditions for students to acquire knowledge.
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